your partner for
Innovative Fluid Power Solutions

800-569-9800

www.womackmachine.com
Industrial Hydraulic Products
- Pumps, Motors, Directional Valves, Proportional/Servo Valves, Electronics, Systems, Cylinders, Manifolds, Custom Hydraulic Power Units.
- Hydraulic Filters, Accumulators, Compact Power Units, Ball Valves, Cartridge Valves, Coolers, Clamps, Electronics, Accessories.
- Low Speed/High Torque Motors, Brake Motors, Steering.

Additional Products
- Anchor Fluid Power
- Brennan Industries
- Bucher Hydraulics
- Cunningham Manufacturing
- Hawe Hydraulik
- Hedland
- Hirschmann
- Lenz Fittings
- Magnaloy
- Noshok
- Pressure Devices
- Selling Precision
- Thermal Transfer Products
- Ultra Clean
- Vescor

Motion Controllers, Multi-Axis Controls.
Pressure Switches, Temperature Switches, Pressure Transducers/Transmitters, Level Control, Valves & Regulators, Electronic Switches, Air Suppression Valves.

Low Speed/High Torque Motors, Brake Motors, Steering.

Cylinders.
Fluid Management and Diagnostics

- Accumulators
- Switches and Controllers

Special Components and Accessories

- Systems
- Training

MOBILE HYDRAULIC PRODUCTS

- Rexroth, Bosch Group
  Mobile Hydraulic Products
  Transmissions, Pumps, Motors, Valving, Electronics, Gearboxes.

- HYDAC
  Mobile Hydraulic Products
  Cartridge Valves, Mobile Filtration, Coolers.

- CONCENTRIC
  Gear Pumps, Gear Motors, Fan Drives, Power Packs, Flow Dividers.

- Thermal Transfer Products
  Oil Coolers, Engine Coolers, Aftercoolers.

- WIKAI
  Pressure Gauges, Pressure Transmitters, Meters & Displays, Level Measurement, Temperature Gauges, Thermowells.

Additional Products

- Black Bruin Motors
- Brand Hydraulics
- Bucher/Hidroirma/Monarch
- KTR
- Oil Control (Rexroth)
- Zinga

- Auburn Gear
  Planetary Gear Boxes, Reducers, Power Wheels.
Your Drive and Control Distributor

**Automation Products**
Bosch Rexroth Indramat Servos, Drives, Profile Rail, Linear Bearings, Ball Screws, Precision Gear Boxes, Pneumatics, Grippers, Vacuum Products, Motion Controls, Actuators, Belly Dump Valves and Cylinders.

**Industrial Hydraulic Products**
Hydraulic Pumps, Motors, Directional Valves, Rexroth Custom Power Units, Cylinders, Temposonics, Electronic Hydraulic Controls, Accumulators, Hydac Filters.

**Mobile Hydraulic Products**
Hydraulic Transmissions, Pumps, Motors, Power Units, Planetary Reducers, Gear Drives, Brake Products, Electronic Controls, Flow Dividers, Gear Boxes.

**Hydraulic Services**
Hydraulic Repair, Hydraulic Field Service, Start-ups, Preventative Maintenance, Pipe & Tubing Installations, Oil Analysis, Filter Cart Sales and Rentals, Training.

**Power Unit Fabrication**
- Design & Engineering of Custom Power Units
- Fabrication and Testing from 1-200 hp
- Electric Motor or Engine Powered
- Open or Closed Loop Systems
- High Pressure Systems
- Machine Control Design and Manufacturer

**Field Service**
- Certified Fluid Power Mechanics
- Service Truck with Field Tubing Capability
- Filter Carts and Off Line Filter Assemblies
- Technical Support by Fluid Power Specialists
- GS-Hydro High Pressure Weldless Piping
- Ultra Clean Tube and Hose Cleaning Systems

**Hydraulic Repair**
- Authorized Service Center for Bosch Rexroth and Parker Ross.
- 150 HP 0-3600 RPM Pump/Motor Testing Capability.
- 40 GPM, 4000 PSI Servo and Proportional Valve Testing Capability.
- Repair All Brands.

**Preventative Maintenance**
- FCU 2020 Live Oil Cleanliness Analysis Reports.
- HMG 3000 Pressure/Temperature/Flow Diagnostics.
- System Optimization.
- Parts Standardization.
- Fluid Power Training.

**Utah • Idaho • Arizona • Nevada**

8227 South 4300 West
West Jordan, UT 84088
(801) 566-4333
Fax: (801) 566-7040

7307 S. Harl Ave. Suite #7
Tempe, AZ 85283
(480) 831-9448
Fax: (480) 831-0075

Email us at sales@womackmachine.com, or visit us on the web at www.womackmachine.com